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Every year there is a school in Rila Mountain. The begining
of this tradition was initiated by Peter Dunov - Beinsa Douno.

THE SACRED PLACES OF
WHITE BROTHERHOOD

”Rila Mountain is the oldest School. There is an ancient
institute on it. Sometimes, souls from the Himalayas

come to Rila to study at its libraries.”
“Every day apply the microscopic Divine idea of giving away.

Every day give away something from yourself. The giving
away is life. Give away the best to have.”

”Intelligent Nature has placed the sacred things at the high
and inaccessible places, so that only the souls that are ready

can enjoy and appreciate their beauty.”
Beinsa Douno – Peter Dunov

”The Entire Cosmos is
penetrated by music and
movement, combined in

One Whole.
Paneurhythmy is the

expression of this. It is
based on the laws of

correspondance among
ideas, words, music and

mouvements”

Beinsa Douno
(Peter Dunov)

For contacts:
BULGARIA

2600 Dupnitza, p.o.b. 26
tel. 0701 2 2524

mobile tel: 048 92 93 68



”Nature speaks to us all the time. Every moment,
every hour and every day it alters its pictures, it

changes the scales of its songs and within this great
veriety it reveals the secrets of Reality to that person

who knows how to read its books.”

”Light is the sacred fire in Nature. It outlines the
boundaires of objects and it makes them accesible to
man... The power of man lies in the knowledge he has

of the sacred fire.”

Beinsa Douno – Peter Dunov

The Lakes are The Seven Eyes of the planet.
The Lakes are seven musical notes.

The first one you can call “Maharzi” . This means”The great
rest”. There you can rest. The first Lake is the physical life.

The second Lake, where our sleep is, you can call “Elbour” .
This means “God is the strong One” .You can also call Elbour
“The Lake of the trials”. This Lake corresponds to the lower
region of the astral world.

You can call the third Lake “Balder-Darru” . These words
translated mean “The one who gives the goods”. This Lake
corresponds to the highest region of the astral world.

The fourth Lake is called “Twins” . This lake is connected with
the mental world.

You can call the fifth Lake “Mahabour” . This means “The bigger
and the stronger”. This Lake is connected with the causal world.

The sixth Lake is “The Heart” .This Lake is connected with the
buddhist consciuosness or nirvana.

The seventh one you can call “ The Head” or “Shemhaa” This
is a name of the Wisdom. It means the Supreme World.

Three thousand years before, the Advanced Creatures of Reason
knew that we would go to the Seventh Rila Lakes and they
prepared them for us.

”A lot of work is required from man to learn how to think,
how to feel, how to act correctly. It takes a long time for man

to get the knowledge of God.”


